In a community discussion of the look of Chicago led by a working group of three faculty and three visiting journalists from the University of Chicago's Franke Institute for the Humanities, WJ.T. Mitchell observed that he and his fellow faculty tend to take the local built environment for granted, depending on newcomers to provoke them to notice its qualities. Invoking Walter Benjamin's observation in his essay of 1936 "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," Mitchell concluded that Benjamin remains correct in claiming that we receive architecture in a state of distraction.' In this case, however, distraction was not working through architecture in the sense in which Benjamin imagined it working, to redemptive revolutionary effect. Here it was the contemplative reporters for Time, the New York Times, and the Chicago Tribune who had the most to say about how buildings engage problems of visual culture, while the faculty related to their own built environment in a mode of distraction unharnessed to empowering revelation.2
tional techniques of visual analysis. Skills of spatial imagination are needed to collate a variety of disparate visual experiences, as well as technical drawings of aspects invisible to a visitor to the building, in order to understand a building synthetically. If this is true for a single beholder of a building, how can we effectively teach inexperienced students to accomplish such a thing solely through pictures in a classroom? This difficulty points to ways in which architecture is at odds with the pictorial orientation of art history.
In reflecting on the relationship between pictorial and three-dimensional works, I have turned for insight to the somewhat more manageable situation of sculpture (insofar as sculpture does not presuppose habitable scale), consulting a recent collection of essays on the ways photography translates sculpture into pictorial terms.4 In an essay on Andre Malraux, Henri Zerner considers this proposition of the former French minister of culture: "For the last hundred years art history... has been the history of that which can be photographed."5 Zerner observes that ever since Heinrich Wolfflin's formative patterning of art historical discourse around pairs of contrasted pictures in the early twentieth century, photography has been the primary means of converting objects into terms for which a common set of similarities and differences can be adduced, permitting a discussion of style and aesthetic impact. He continues: "In other words, sculpture needs mediation; it profits particularly from photography, not because this medium is more faithful to sculpture but, on the contrary, because photography acts more forcefully upon objects that demand to have a point of view imposed on them" (123). Thus, photography converts the old-fashioned (because three-dimensional) art of sculpture into the two-dimensional realm of painting and pictures, which Malraux termed "our art"-that is, the modern art of his twentieth century. Zerner rightly recognizes the tension within Malraux's stance, and by extension, within art history's traditions, between the insistence on the ontological presence of the unique object and the need not only to preserve and circulate it but even to view it through pictures. It is useful in this light to recall that Wolfflin began his art historical career by attempting to fit architecture into a framework of psychological aesthetics, and later maintained that the comparative categories he formalized in 1914 in his Principles of Art History worked so well for architecture that architecture constituted "the most express embodiment" of the Baroque ideal of the "painterly."6 How intriguing that the tamer of three-dimensional objects began with architecture only to develop a pictorial basis for visual analysis that effectively reinforced the eccentricity of buildings within art history. And that the common ground Benjamin found some sixty years ago between architecture and film, ancient and novel media, has not replaced the divisive effects of Wolfflin's pictorial method on the subject matter of art history.
The relationship of buildings to pictures is of course not limited to the situation of relying on pictures as a substitute for, or even a supplement to, the inaccessible object.7 Studying a building on the spot through the disparate views it affords of its exterior and interior arguably magnifies the discomfiture caused by the habitable object. How is it that so familiar an object as a building can induce greater anxiety than a painting among art historians and their students? Is it merely a question of the demands that buildings make on the spatial imagination when we substitute attentiveness for our habitual (that is, distracted) mode of interaction with them? The current popularity of anxiety as a pyschosocial explanation for a vast range of phenomena has provoked a reexamination of the psychological aesthetics that shaped the early professional practice of art history, as in the case of Wolfflin, a century ago. Necessarily, that reexamination has been affected by the intervening development of psychoanalysis, particularly British work on object relations.8 The way anxiety has been used to explain the challenge posed by sculptural objects to art historical tradition also has rhetorical implications for architecture's place in art history. modern art historians objected to the limiting case of a self-referential painting whose aesthetic purpose is to draw attention to itself as an instance of pigment deposited on stretched canvas? Surely in this instance the actual painting is not only a painting but also a sign for actual painting. Similarly provocative was the open discussion that followed a debate between architects Peter Eisenman and Stanley Tigerman sponsored by Critical Inquiry in 1993, where the audience consisted of nonarchitectural faculty members of considerable critical sophistication accustomed to thinking about Surrealism, Dadaism, Situationism, and other instances of oppositional artistic practice in diverse media. Given that October, as a major journal for examining and encouraging oppositional artistic practice, was launched under the umbrella of the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, which Eisenman had co-founded and directed in New York, Eisenman may have anticipated sympathy for an avant-garde artistic stance from the Critical Inquiry milieu as well.12 But to his declaration that he wanted to challenge the bourgeois expectations of comfort among those encountering his buildings, the audience responded uncomprehendingly: Yes-but why haven't you put benches out in front of them where we might sit and talk? Don't substitute an allegory of dislocation for usable goods, or else make the full argument for why we should let you construct such inhospitable buildings! Neither impasse was caused by naivete; no one was taken aback by the abstract proposition that an object has both aesthetic and practical valences. The problem lies in the difficulty of putting that abstraction to work in assessing buildings, whether for ordinary or scholarly purposes. Perhaps nonarchitects and nonarchitectural historians expect continuity between the ordinary habitual experience of a building and its aesthetic purposiveness. But that is not the heart of the problem, because Eisenman's intent presumably was not to refuse such a link but rather to create an aesthetic experience that could recondition habit-along Benjamin's lines. Nor does the usual answer to this problem-to factor in the contingent conditions for making buildings in comparison with the relatively free production of paintings-take us very far. Moreover, mere continuity between utility and formal purposiveness (such as creating an aesthetic logic that emphasizes the building's utilitarian purpose) would not satisfy art historical skepticism about Eco's argument on the coexistence of function and signification or meaning. For my purposes, Eco's advocacy of a semiotic approach is not important in itself; what matters here is the vital issue he engages, however unsuccessfully, of how to think with some consistency within and across the many different domains addressed by a building.13 Finally, we are still left with the historical problem of how a utilitarian production came to count as a fine art and the practical problem of how to accommodate it in art history. We might well want to substitute, explicitly, another philosophical framework for art history that does not segregate purpose and formal purposive- of art on a pictorial theory of art and illusion. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Stokstad pays the price for an inclusive history of art, fragmenting the story among specialties. The architecture sections, like their counterparts, provide a precise specialized vocabulary in which abundant architectural terms are boldfaced, a task that overwhelms other purposes. Although this survey explains that sixteenth-century architects developed "ideals" parallel to those of painters and sculptors, the opportunity for treatment according to that common agenda is bypassed.23 Between these two texts is an often-used alternative to H. W. Janson's survey: The Visual Arts: A History, by John Fleming and Hugh Honour. While buildings are integrated into discussion of painting and sculpture in High Renaissance Rome, more traditional architecture yields disjuncture, as in the section on northern Europe, where an agentless summary of architectural styles is followed by the subheading "Hieronymous Bosch," announcing authored painting. Neither section of the book seriously engages the autonomous vocabulary or problems of architecture, as does Stokstad's book, although the authors generally presume architectural autonomy. In the case of early twentiethcentury modernist architecture from Europe, mainly addressed in separate sections, the authors feel as obliged as Gombrich to plead the case that these buildings are formally purposive, not merely functional, though their abstracted appearance might make them seem an architecture stripped down to "functional" necessity.24
Art historians find it hard to draw architecture into work on pictorial media partly because architectural and pictorial history have periodically swapped emphases, creating a disalignment of agendas at any given moment that makes it difficult for outsiders to dip into the literature of architectural history. At the period when the sister arts of painting and poetry emphasized internal form, architecture embraced inspiration from industrial production and society, producing the need for the historian to insist on architecture's less-than-obvious aesthetic intent in the surveys cited above. 
Notes

